
The bakbone of 3D barsP.A. Patsis1, Ch. Skokos1, E. Athanassoula21Researh Center for Astronomy, Aademy of Athens, Anagnostopoulou 14,GR-106 35 Greee2Observatoire de Marseille, 2 Plae Le Verrier, F-13248 Marseille, FraneAbstratThe bakbone of 3D bars is the `x1-tree'. This is a tree of families of periodi orbitsonsisting of the plain x1 orbits and its bifurations.1 3D barsOrbital theory has often provided useful information on the struture of galatibars. Thus it is now understood that a 2D bar is basially due to regular orbitstrapped around the so alled `x1' periodi orbits (Contopoulos & Grosb�l 1989),whih are elongated along the bar major axis. Suh orbits do not extend beyondthe orotation resonane, and in many ases no suitable elongated orbits an befound beyond the 4:1 resonane. This led orbital theory to predit that bars shouldend at or before orotation (Contopoulos 1980).In a series of papers (Skokos et al. 2002a,b ; Patsis et al. 2002a,b) we investigatethe orbital struture of 3D models representing barred galaxies. We use a �duialase to desribe all families of periodi orbits that may play a role in the morphologyof three-dimensional bars. We show that, in a 3D bar, the bakbone of the orbitalstruture is not just the x1 family, as in 2D models, but a tree of 2D and 3Dfamilies bifurating from x1. Besides the main tree we have found also two othergroups of families of lesser importane. The �rst builds a bubble of orbits aroundthe 3:1 resonane, and the seond is loated beyond a gap of the x1-harateristi.We also �nd that 3D orbits alongated along the bar minor axis an be formed bybifurations of the planar x2 family. They an support 3D bar-like strutures alongthe minor axis of the main bar. Banana-like orbits around the stable Lagrangianpoints build a forest of 2D and 3D families as well. The importane of the 3D x1-tree families at the outer parts of the bar depends ritially on whether they areintrodued in the system before or after the loal maximum of the x1 harateristiat the radial 4:1 resonane.Furthermore we investigate the orbital struture in a lass of 3D models forgalati bars. We onsider di�erent values of the pattern speed, of the strengthof the bar and of the parameters of the entral bulge of the galati model. Themorphology of the stable orbits in the bar region is assoiated with the degreeof folding of the x1-harateristi. This folding is larger for lower values of thepattern speed. The elongation of retangular-like orbits belonging to x1 and to x1-originated families depends mainly on the pattern speed. The detailed investigationof the trees of bifurating families in the various models shows that major buildingbloks of 3D bars an be supplied by families initially introdued as unstable in thesystem. In models without radial and vertial 2:1 resonanes we �nd, exept forthe x1 and x1-originated families, also families related to the z-axis orbits, whihsupport the bar. Bifurations of the x2 family an build a seondary 3D bar alongthe minor axis of the main bar. This is favoured in the slow rotating bar ase.2 Conlusions� So far the x1 orbits were onsidered the bakbone of bars. This, however, anonly be the ase for 2D bars, sine the x1 an only populate the z=0 plane.



For 3D bars the bakbone is the x1 together with the tree of its 3D bifuratingfamilies. Trapping around these families will determine the thikness and thevertial shape of galaxies in and around the bar region.� The (x; y) projetions of the 3D families of the x1-tree retain in general theirmorphologial similarity with their parent family at the same energy. Thishas important impliations for the morphology of a galaxy sine it introduesbuilding bloks whih have similar morphology as the x1 orbits, but have aonsiderable vertial extension.� The way the 3D families of the x1 tree are introdued in the system dependson the loation of the instability strip assoiated with the vertial resonaneat whih they are bifurated.� The radial 3:1 resonane region provides in the system several 2D and 3Dstable families. Their role, however, is loally on�ned as in 2D models.� 3D orbits elongated along the minor axis of the bar an be formed by bifur-ations of the planar x2 family.� At the even radial resonanes we have gaps in the x1-harateristi, as in 2Dmodels. Beyond these gaps we �nd isolated groups of families of 2D and 3Dorbits.� We have found several families of 3D banana-like orbits around L4;5.� Stable families found beyond orotation irulate material between the outerparts of the system and regions as far inwards as 1 kp. This ontributes tothe mixing of the elements in a dis galaxy.� In all models we examined, the extent of the orbits whih are most appropriateto sustain 3D bars is on�ned inside the radial 4:1 resonane.� The evolution of the harateristi of the basi family x1 depends heavily onthe pattern speed. The slower the bar rotates, the most ompliated the x1-harateristi urve beomes. In the slowest of our models the families x1, x2and x3 share the same harateristi urve.� The bars an be supported not only by x1-originated families but, dependingon the model, by 3D orbits bifurated from families related with the z-axisorbits. This has been enountered in the ase of a model without radial orvertial 2:1 resonanes.� Slow pattern rotation favours the presene of 3D x2-type orbits along theminor axis of the main bar. These orbits an lead to a 3D inner bar.� The most elongated 4:1 retangular-like orbits have been enountered in thefast rotating bar model.� In the x1-tree we enounter omplex instability mainly in the family bifuratedfrom x1 at the vertial 2:1 resonane. However, omplex instability is foundin 3D banana-like orbits as well. In 3D Ferrers bars non-linear phenomenalike ollisions of bifurations, inverse bifurations and bubbles (Contopoulos1986) are very ommon.AknowledgmentsThis work has been supported by E�ET II and K�� 1994-1999; and by the Re-searh Committee of the Aademy of Athens.
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